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Beloved Friends of The True Light of Liberation: 

A coordinated world wide service of depart 
ed Souls and a cleansing of the inner planes of this 
planet is now underway with full force and the full 
blessings of the Spiritual Hierarchy. For the Earth 
to complete Her great forward leap into the Con 
sciousness of God "I AM", the great enemy of 
Light, fear and death, must be conquered, as was 
proven by the Master Jesus, through the powers 
of the Sacred Fire. -- With all the authority of the 
Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, departed souls 
must have clear and free access into the Light. 
And for those yet embodied, the inner path toward 
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the Light, in consciousness, must be made safe and 
secure from the destructive intent of impure spirits. 
These need to be loved free by the God Forces at 
our command. 

Speaking on this, Beloved Mother Mary 
has said . 

"It is well to remember that in the loving 
Service which you have assumed, there are some 
ten billion lifestreams involved, four billion in 
embodiment on the Earth at the, present time. 
The others have either, just departed this life or 
are waiting to enter an Earthly garment. This 
relates to the human kingdom alone. 

As so many of the peoples who are departing 
this life, in every twenty-four hour period, have 
no one on Earth who cares for them, the impersonal 

Service of your prayers acts particularly to assist 
such 'unwanted ones' to make an easy transition 
from the Earth into the Heavenly Realms, where 
all are both wanted and loved. 

Know that, as you render this impersonal 
Service, you are indeed clothed in the Mantle of 
Mary, and I, as you can, too, hold all peoples in the 
Divine Concept in which they were created by the 
One God." 

(From Friends of Mercy) 

And Beloved Serapis Bey has stated . 
"It is to invoke your prayers upon their 

behalf that I speak to you today. Since first dis 
integration, decay and so-called death itself was 
accepted by the human race upon the Earth- the 
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Angel of Liberation encounters the FEAR which 
is deeply rooted in the soul which loses its physical 
sheath. We, Who live to make mankind cognizant 
of Eternal Life, will greatly appreciate your individ 
ual and collective decrees for the removal of the 
cause and core of all FEAR and the permanent 
atom, created in caverns beneath the Earth's surface 
by those individuals who used black magic, to make 
a living entity of death. This atom(*), more powerful 
than any discovered by nuclear science, was created 
long ago by the free will of those who desired to 
enslave the peoples of Earth and is fed by the 
grief, selfishness and fear of the very people it has 
entrapped. Its permanence is about to cease! It 
has lived in a vampire activity, fed and flourished 
by the grieving energies of the bereaved as well as 
the rehellions and resentments of all who have 

passed through death while in an antagonistic, 
resentful or violent emotional state. As We continue 
with your assistance, to help you understand how 
to INVOKE Our Flames and Rays into the cause 
and core of fear, and the entire Hierarchy directs 
Their Cosmic Flames and Rays into that atom, it 
will help Us to remove the atom itself, and all its 
tentacles, which are presently embodied in the 
emotional, mental, etheric and physical conscious 
ness of mankind, imprisoned Angels, the elemental 
kingdom, the animal kingdom and all imprisoned 
life everywhere." 

(From Friends of Mercy) 

(*) -This atom is a consciously created detructive 
focus and is not to be confused with the Cohesive 
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Power of the Planet Earth Itself. 
The Permanent Atom of the Planet is held 

within the Planetary Three-fold Flame at Shamballa, 
protected by The Lord of The World, Whose respon 
sibility it is to sustain the Cohesive Power of the Earth 
through Love Divine. 

THE SERVICE 

Section A 

"Establishing True Identity and 
God Authority for This Service" 

T HEART OF THE SACRED FIRE 

I now consciously enter into and abide 
within the Heart of the Sacred Fire which is the 
true center of my BEING. "I AM" now centered 
and I remain within the Heart of the Sacred Fire, 
and I speak and command with authority. (3X) 
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11I AM" THE DIVINE IMAGE OF GOD! Section B 

"I AM" the Divine Image of God manifesting 
Perfection in my being and world, and for the 
children of God, everyone, everywhere, in His 
Supreme Name, FOREVER! 

Wherever "I AM" my very Presence in the 
Universe is a constant outpouring and release of 
God Life and Light; God Truth and God Freedom 
to all I contact, every day, in every way! (3X) 

GOD AUTHORITY 

In the Full Authority of the Father, and of 
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit; "I AM" GOD IN 
ACTION in the fulfillment of this service now! 

(3X) 
So be It, Beloved "I AM". 

"Protecting Myself'' 

MANTLE OF LIGHT DECREE 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in me, I 
gratefully acknowledge in my mind and accept in 
my feelings the living Reality of Your Mantle of 
Electronic Light Substance enfolding me in a blazing 
aura of ever-expanding protection. 

From within Thy Cosmic Heart I feel the 
pulsation of the Flame of Divinity, the Presence of 
the Christ radiating through my consciousness ... 
through which flows at all times the virtues, qualities 
and blessings from God -- and His Messengers - to 
me and through me to all Life everywhere. 
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I also acknowledge and accept the mighty 
armor of Light and invincible momentum of Faith 
so lovingly offered to me by Archangel Michael 
and my own Angel of Protection (name]. And with 
the loving conviction of Lord Michael, I decree: 

The Light of God never fails (3X) 
I live this day in God Light (3X) 
God is in control wherever "I AM" (3X) 

THE HARMONY OF MY TRUE BEING 
IS MY ULTIMATE PROTECTION 
I do now invoke the added assistance of 

God's magnificent First Ray: Of Beloved Hercules 
and Holy Amazon, Beloved Lord Michael, Beloved 
Lord Conrad, Beloved Micah and Beloved El Marya 
to keep this ACTIVITY OF LIGHT sustained 
around me and my world so that only the WILL 
OF GOD may manifest in all my activities, in all 
places and at all times! I make this call As God's 
most Holy Name, "I AM". 

., 
4 

1 
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Section C 

"Invocation to the Light of God that never 
fails to establish Its authority in the inner 
planes of Earth." 

DECREE TO BELOVED LORD SHRI MAGRA 
(Ancient Lord of the World, 
Cosmic Being of Great Light) 

In the Name of the Presence of God 
"I AM", we call to You, Beloved Lord Shri Magra 
and Your Angelic Legions of Light serving in the 
astral plane ... we invoke Your Rays of Violet 
Lightning in the fulfillment of this decree: 

*POWERS OF LIGHT! POWERS OF LIGHT! 
POWERS OF LIGHT! COME FORTH NOW! 
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BLAZE THE LICHT OF COD THROUGH 
OUR BEINGS. (3X) 

EXPAND THAT LICHT! (3X) to dissolve the 
shadows of human creation in the astral realm. 

(*3X) 

We ask that you keep our call sustained, all 
powerfully active and ever expanding, until the 
emotional realms of this planet are only pure Cod 
Qualities. 

We so DECREE IT as an active co-server 
with The Great White Brotherhood. 

AS COD'S MOST HOLY NAME "I AM"! 

1.) 

Section D 

"Prayers for Departed Souls" 

THE JOY OF DIVINE PASSAGE 

Beloved Presence of Cod "I AM" in us, 
Beloved Ascended Masters Saint Germain and 
Serapis Bey, and all Divine Beings who serve in 
the Fourth and Seventh Rays; COME FOR TH NOW 
and 

BLAZE! BLAZE! BLAZE! 

Your Cosmic Flames and Rays into the cause and 
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core of all fear and grief connected with so-called 
death: 

TRANSMUTE! TRANSMUTE! TRANSMUTE! 

it all and replace it with the full power of the 
Ascension Flame and Its gift of eternal joy in Ever 
lasting Light. 

So be It, Beloved "I AM". 

2.) 

MANKIND, LEAVING THE EARTH TODAY 

Beloved Presence of God "I AM" in the 
hearts of all mankind! Beloved LORD MICHAEL, 

the Archangel of Deliverance, and Your Angelic 
Host! 

In the Name of the mankind of Earth ... 
particularly those who shall be called forth from 
their mortal forms this day-- we make this CALL! ... 

Let the Angels of PEACE stand by the 
physical body of each soul and hold the atmosphere 
and feelings where such release is taking place at 
Perfect Peace! Let an Aura of Sanctity abide at 
the hour of Transition, that the soul may be easily 
CUT FREE from its earthly tabernacle, and no 
grief, nor fear, nor sorrow distress it at the Thresh 
old of New FREEDOM! 

Let the Angels of Deliverance meet each 
soul! Let not a Lifestream belonging to our 
EVOLUTION pass through the Veil of so-called 
death "Unattended"! Let each one be taken 
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QUICKLY to the Temples of Mercy and Forgive 
ness and be bathed in the Purifying Fires of Saint 
Germain's Violet Flame! Let them be prepared to 
enter the Halls of the Lords of Karma in DIGNITY 
and in conscious awareness. May each one be 
assigned to a Schoolroom of the Ascended Masters 
and joyously and happily enter into the study of 
the LAW of their own Life! 

We call to the Lords of Mercy and Love to 
enfold all those whose loved ones are about to 
leave or have just left this Earth ... to melt away all 
grief and sorrow and to fill each heart and home 
with happiness and gratitude for the opportunity 
afforded their loved one to know TRUE FREEDOM 
and PROGRESS upon Life's Path! 

SO BE IT! 

3.) 

LIBERATION AND 
THE LAW OF DETACHMENT 

In the Name of the Presence of God 
anchored in us and all our brothers and sisters 
who have left their physical bodies and passed 
through the change called death; in the name of 
our own Arisen Christ and the Cosmic Christ of 
this planet! ... 

We invoke the Angels of Liberation to meet 
these dear souls and flood them with the Liberating 
Light of Immortality. Assist them through trans 
mutation in detaching from all persons, places, 
conditions and things of the physical plane ... and 
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to go forward in their spiritual progress into the 
higher etheric realms, under Your loving protection. 

Assist us also in detaching from specific 
people and things, likes and dislikes, until this 
ever changing world has no effect on our perfect 
equilibrium, and we remain centered in the true 
Liberation of Christ Consciousness, while in 
embodiment. 

In the Name of the Law of Divine Detach 
ment and Perfect Liberation for all mankind, Angels 
and Elementals, we accept this done! 

So be It, Beloved "I AM"! 

13 

4.) 

ASSURING ALL DEPARTED SOULS 
PASSAGE INTO THE LIGHT 

In the Full Power and Authority of the 
Beloved Presence of God "I AM", Beloved 
Archangel Michael and Your Ascended Legions 
of Light: 

Come forth now, on behalf of the souls of 
all those not fully free, who have passed through 
the change into the inner realms and: 

CUT THEM FREE! CUT THEM FREE! 
CUT THEM FREE! (3X) 
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Purify their souls. (3X) Section E 

And deliver them ... into the Ascended 
Master Temples of Light. 

I expect and accept this manifest right now, 
with full power, eternally sustained, all powerfully 
active, until every child of God has returned into 
the Light. 

We so decree it, as God's Most Holy Name ... 
"I AM". 

''Sealing This Service in Victory" 

In the Name of the One Victorious Light 
of"I AM": 

I seal this service in the Victory of the 
Ascended Jesus Christ and the Light of God that 
never fails. (3X) 

So be It, Beloved "I AM". 
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Mother Mary: From your co-servers: 

"GOD BLESS YOU! I desire to thank you, 
each and every one, who realize the full import of 
prayers for the peaceful departure from the Earth 
plane of all those who have, for a time, been 
embodied upon it. One day, you will s,ee that 
fullness of that service which you render, and rejoice 
that you have been alert enough to assist all such 
souls passing from the Earth without strain, stress, 
struggle or opposition upon their own parts or 
that of their families." (From Friends of Mercy) 

(From Friends of Mercy) 

"GOD BLESS YOU! We are most grateful 
to you for your active participation in the freeing 
of the departing and disembodied lifestreams 
belonging to this Sweet Earth! Much has been 
accomplished by your. selfless service to assist these 
dear ones, and in so doing you are strengthening 
the bonds of conscious cooperation with the 
Ascended Masters of Wisdom." 

The New Age Church of the Christ 


